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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a knowledge-based crop recognition system, integrating remote sensing analysis and geographical
information in hierarchical way. Landsat TM and Spot pan images were merged to reduce heterogeneity by enhancing
field boundaries. Multi-temporal NDVI maps generated from these images were classified into eight crop types using
unsupervised classification algorithm. Using agricultural knowledge, the relations between natural vegetation and crop
types, spectral and phenological properties and precipitation and soil types were engineered. These relations were used as
binary rules in an experimental knowledge-based crop recognition system. The binary rules were activated by iterative
“split-and-merge” mechanism of the mixed unsupervised classification clusters aimed at refining the map products given
by the application of unsupervised classification algorithm alone. Experiments in a wide region of Israel using ground
data from the Israeli Agriculture Ministry have shown that the use of knowledge-based “split-and-merge” rules gives
improvement of approximately 9% compared to the unsupervised classification alone.
1 INTRODUCTION
Landuse policy in Israel attracted wide and profound attention (see for example Vitkon, 1991; Shlain & Feitelson, 1996;
Efrat, 1998) due to its severe and unreversible environmental implications and due to its potential effect on life quality for
the years to come. The rapid population and urbanization growth (Shoshany & Goldshlager, 1998) result strong pressure
for urban development on the account of agricultural and open lands. Cultivated areas in Israel have shown a mean annual
reduction of 2% in the last 15 years. Despite limited extent of agricultural lands, Israeli agricultural production satisfies
the local fresh consumption (except for cereals and other crops, which demand wide areas and massive irrigation) due to a
continuous increase in land productivity (Maor Eli, 1999). However, lack of a solid long-term national land-use invites
inadequate land utilization and a continuous decrease of cultivated areas as a result of spontaneous processes and local
economic interests (Niv, 1999).
The realization of national landuse policy aiming at achieving regulatory framework for food, agriculture, open areas and
environmental quality requires adequate sources of information providing the capability of detailed landuse mapping. The
development of a reliable national crop monitoring system is representing principal step of achieving this goal.
Remote sensing techniques have been shown to be cost efficient and useful for crop identification in wide regions of the
world. Remotely sensed image analysis for land cover recognition is commonly applied through standard ML (maximumlikelihood) classification algorithm (Srinivasan & Richards, 1990). The synergy of remote sensing, environmental
sciences and engineering has emerged from the challenge to improve present monitoring capabilities (Wilkinson, 1996)
and to monitor heterogeneous environments at different scales (Peddle, 1995). The knowledge-based expert system
approach has been increasingly adopted over the years (Matsuyama, 1987; Nicollin & Gabler, 1987; Ton et al., 1991;
Kartikeyan et al., 1995; Pigeon et al., 1999; Soh & Tsatsoulis, 1999) in the view of the need for image analysis
procedures integrating both numerical and logical information (Hinton, 1996).
Image classification knowledge-based systems can be defined as computer programs designated for matching a land cover
type to a pixel in areas with high degree of complexity, which requires wide domain knowledge for acieving satisfactory
recognition. In general, a knowledge-based system is composed of two main elements
(Frost, 1986). Adjustments of these two elements for land cover classification are as follows:
1. A knowledge base: A set of simple facts composed of imagery and environmental data and information and a set of
rules, which describe relations between facts and ways for reliable pixel labeling from them.
2. A problem-solving mechanism: Finding a recognition path from a specific set of facts describing a pixel to one (or
more) land cover through relevant production rules.
These systems enables handling uncertainty, by attaching confidence values to each production rule according to
evaluation of expert knowledge (Alty & Coombs, 1984). By using this evidential approach the knowledge-based system
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separates the knowledge required for the recognition from the recognition mechanism (Kontoes et al., 1993) as the its
algorithm passes over rules according to their confidence values, searching for the most suitable land cover (Lee et al.,
1987).
This approach have been applied and studied for crop recognition in several researches (Janssen & Middelkoop , 1992;
Kontoes et al., 1993; Kontoes & Rokos, 1996; Adinarayana & Krishna, 1996). In these studies knowledge-based system
was utilized for the refinement of conventional image-based classification methods and thus was used in a
post-classification process. Nevertheless, high spatial-temporal heterogeneity might be responsible for the limited
utilization of this approach in Mediterranean regions (Shoshany, 2000). This paper examines the potential of the
incorporation of remotely sensed data, GIS information and expert knowledge for crop recognition applied through
knowledge-based classification rules in a post-classification manner in a wide heterogeneous Mediterranean region.
2 Knowledge-Based Crop Classification Method
Presented in this paper a knowledge-based crop recognition refinement of an unsupervised classification. Wheat, four
types of legumes, cotton, sunflower and orchards were to identify in this framework presenting 70% of the overall crops
in Israel. The heterogeneous characteristic of the study area invited two kinds of recognition difficulties. On one hand this
variability entailed several spectral and phenological sub-features for a single crop type and on the other hand several
crops had common sub-features resulting in significant confusion. The ability to unite all sub-features of a single crop and
to overcome confusion between crops demands knowledge about crop spectral/ temporal feature variety and ways
environmental characteristics and agricultural treatments affect them.
2.1 Knowledge acquisition and engineering
Acquisition of these kinds of knowledge was achieved
through data structuring and a comprehensive learning
course of the inter-relations existing between the data
sources in relation to different crop types. Data
structuring included integration of imagery properties
and digitized soil and rainfall maps (figure 1). The
relations were studied by domain literature, interviews
with experts and GIS overlay analysis applied on data
sources utilizing empirical samples of crop plots chosen
from ground reference maps. Engineering of retrieved
relations
involved
rules
generalization
and
formalization and designated for rules base
construction.
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Figure 1. Rule-base construction procedure
2.1.1 Data structuring
Second-ordered imagery information of NDVI images, multi-spectral PCA and basic classification layer integrated with
digitized rainfall and soil maps composed the database. These components together with agricultural knowledge and GIS
analysis used for extracting the rule-base.
NDVI maps
Multi-temporal NDVI maps covering the central and southern parts of Israel were generated from five Landsat TM
images acquired during 96’-97’ growing season in clear sky conditions. A Spot Panchromatic image from June 96’ was
combined with the NDVI images in two stages. Firstly, the NDVI maps were re-sampled to the Spot spatial resolution
(10m). Secondly, Spot edge pixels, were enhanced, coded and reduced from NDVI images in order to reduce overall
image heterogeneity with minimal information loss. The analyzed multi-temporal NDVI images were used as a basis for
traditional unsupervised classifier and as additional data in the knowledge acquisition process for the rule-based
classification.
Isodata unsupervised classified images
Basic categorization of the multi-temporal NDVI maps was conducted by detailed Isodata (Iterative Self-Organizing Data
Analysis) unsupervised classification algorithm. In heterogeneous areas the recognition flexibility of the unsupervised
method makes it an efficient starting point since it enables recognition of sufficient amount of crop sub-features in the
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images (Groome, 1998). Supervised grouping of phenological sub-classes into meaningful land covers followed the
Isodata clustering. This process was based on training plots of cultivated fields from ground reference maps supplied by
surveyors from the Israeli Agriculture Ministry and representing 1% of the total fields in the study area. Phenological
features and geographical context consideration such as location and shape were also utilized in this grouping process.
All plots were then compared with the classified image. The comparison process involved classification accuracy
estimation and locating “mixed clusters” i.e. classification clusters, which represent more than one crop or other land
cover. In addition, possible reasons were attached as comment to plots, which classified incorrectly. The coments related
to phenological behavior, plot size, plot texture and location. They were organized in tables and then used for further
learning and defining phenological behaviors as reflected from the NDVI images and their relations with image spatial
considerations. Examination of Isodata classification image shows recognition of wheat, vetch, chickpea, pea, cotton,
sunflower, orchards, high dense shrublands, other natural vegetation, non-vegetated area.
Spectral PCA
Comprehensive examination of “mixed clusters” had shown that phenological attributes are not sufficient for
distinguishing between the orchards and other natural tree formations (NTF). PCA was applied separately on winter
(April) and summer (June) spectral images. Second and third PC’s were visually identified as the most discriminative for
this purpose. Utilizing the NDVI format, difference enhancement of the two PCs was calculated following amplitude
enhancement of each PC channel. These values were successfully utilized in order to differentiate between tree
formations.
Average annual rainfall map
Steep climatic gradients exist both North-to-South and West-to-East across the country. These climatic variations cause
high variability in crop seeding and harvesting periods. Climatic index could mask climatic regions and limit specific
phenological features to specific crop. Thus, identical features of two crops could be divided by the climatic mask and
different sub-features of the same crop would be identified and united on the basis of their climatic-dependence
differences. In this experimental recognition system an averaged annual rainfall map (1: 500000) from the Israeli
Meteorological Center was combined as a representing climatic indicator. The analog map was scanned and converted
into a co-registered raster form in a vector-to-raster process.
Soil type map
Soils have a strong influence on land use suitability and crop cultivation and on photosynthetic activity. Therefore, soil
types map might improve recognition quality where for example similar phenological sub- features exist for both crop
and natural vegetation types under similar climatic conditions. In the described experiment the soil contribution was
examined on a small region from the study area, as both soil types heterogeneity in the study area is high and the
connections between cultivated areas and soil types are complex.

2.1.2 “Split-and-merge” rules-base
generation procedure
Rules-base generation involved an
inductive-learning of existing interrelations, among database sources;
relation generalization process, rules
formalization and combined sequencedependent
rules-base
construction
(figure 1). Empirical samples chosen
from ground reference maps provided
examples of the concept to be learned.
The learning course involved domain
expert’s expertise to include from
empirical samples some generalized
relations, that can be used to classify the
remaining data (Huang & Jensen, 1997).
In this study retrieved generalized
relations were used as splitting criteria
of unsupervised classification “mixedclusters” in a “split-and-merge” classification refinement mechanism. Figure 2
describes splitting criteria extraction
stages. Firstly, relationship typology was
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checked and defined between certain cluster and land-cover. If a checked cluster was found distinctive, i.e. relates to one
land cover type, (one-to-one relationships) a merging rule was formalized. If a checked cluster was found mixed, i.e.
relates to more than one land cover type (complex relationships), a hierarchic splitting rule generation process was
applied. Primarily, splitting potential, which lies in imagery properties was examined. Splitting criteria that could be
explained by environmental or agricultural effect were formalized for further classification. Only if splitting criteria based
on imagery data wasn’t sufficient were spatial properties examined. Actually, most splitting criteria combined imagery
and spatial constraints. By this mechanism each “mixed-cluster” was splitted into more distinguished sub-clusters, which
were then merged respectively with suitable land cover classes. Knowledge engineering was involved in order to make
retrieved relations concept a computer-usable knowledge. They were translated into formal binary rules. Basic rule format
used here is as follows:
IF <condition: C1 and C2 and …Cn> Then <conclusion: Li>
where Ci are logical constrains on one or more database features and Li are land cover types. Rule condition referred
firstly to a mixed cluster and then to a set of constraints. In the conclusion part each pixel was labeled with certain land
cover type whenever a set of conditions was true. Actually, the condition and the conclusion parts applied the splitting
and merging actions respectively. Most
knowledge-based systems in remote
Knowledge base
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2.1.3 Examples of “split-and-merge” criteria extraction
Winter crops
Most winter crops are hardly irrigated as their development considerably depends on rainfall amounts and temporal
distribution. As a result their phenologies are similar and achieving high differentiation between them is not simple.
However, it seems that NDVI temporal values reflect real minor modifications between different winter crops’
phenologies that are not recognized in unsupervised classification. In order to trace these changes, statistical analysis of
mixed clusters was applied with ground reference samples and maximum and minimum values were found for
sub-clusters. Nevertheless, only modifications that reflect real differences between crops were then formulated into
splitting rules.
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Wheat & Herbaceous
Among mixed clusters two were composed mainly of wheat and herbaceous with similar phenology. The potential ability
to distinguish between them was checked through knowledge concerns wheat/herbaceous phenology variants and their
dependence on environmental conditions. Following that, existence of these relations in imagery data was inspected by
overlay analysis utilizing empirical samples of wheat and herbaceous from the mixed clusters. The analysis had shown
that most wheat samples were found under semi-arid conditions and most herbaceous samples were found under more
humid areas. Rainfall data was used then as a mask and combined with NDVI values constrains the mixed cluster was
splitted and the two revealed sub-clusters were then merged into wheat and herbaceous “super” classes respectively.
Orchards and Natural tree formations
Major classification confusion was found between orchards and natural tree formations, both characterized by relatively
stable photosynthetic activity with minor seasonal fluctuations. Comprehensive examination of “mixed clusters” had
shown that phenological attributes are not sufficient for distinguishing between the two classes. Threshold enhanced PCA
values for orchards and natural tree formations were determined based on empirical data and spectral-canopy connections.
Initial examination of enhanced PC values combination had shown that orchards mislabeled as natural tree formations
clusters have significantly higher values and natural tree formations mislabeled as orchards have significantly lower
values. These results had proven a consistency in the behavior of the two land cover types, which was translated to
several classification rules.
In addition, soil types map was used as splitting criteria between orchards and NTF on a limited area. Mixed clusters of
TF were efficiently splitted by soil types. Furthermore, adjacent plots of orchards on different soils, extracted relatively
distinctive phenologies. This fact shows that NDVI values are sensitive to dofferences caused by spatial variations.

3 RESULTS
In general, the integrated approach applied through knowledge-based classification rules improved recognition accuracy
of crop types.
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Table 1. Confusion Matrix of unsupervised classification
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Table 1 and 2 present confusion matrices of both unsupervised and knowledge-based classification. By using
knowledge-based classification rules high classification accuracy was achieved for all crops, except for the clover.
Despite significant improvement achieved for clover (>20%) it still wasn’t recognized sufficiently. High confusion was
found between clover and vetch. From experts and literature it was found that both legume types are often grown together
in the same field. In addition, clover is hardly grown in Israel recently and most of its plots are very small. For these
reasons it might be right to unite clover and vetch. A united class of them has high accuracy and reliability.
Main improvements were achieved through imagery splitting criteria generalized by agricultural knowledge. Rainfall data
was utilized mainly to overcome confusion between legume types, wheat and legume types and wheat and herbaceous.
Most splitting criteria based on rainfall data were combined with NDVI imagery data. Confusion between orchards and
NTF was considerably decreased (12%) with the usage of enhanced values of spectral PCA alone. Soil-based splitting
criteria achieved an improvement of 8% in orchards recognition in comparison to unsupervised classification in a limited
area.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The integration of imagery data, environmental properties, agricultural and expert knowledge through “split-and-merge”
rules has high potential for high crop recognition in Mediterranean areas. The classification process included detailed
unsupervised classification for the recognition of crop sub-features, inductive learning of relations exist between spatial
data and classification refinement by knowledge-based rules. It seems that each phase in the process has a considerable
contribution for high recognition quality.
In this paper splitting criteria determination was made in hierarchical way. Imagery data got priority on environmental
properties external to the image, in order to maximize image-based recognition and to utilize other information sources
for refinements. In that way most rules were based on imagery data (spectral and temporal) and generalized with the
incorporation of agricultural and expert knowledge. Environmental properties were shown to be very efficient in winter
crops recognition and in distinguishing between crops and natural vegetation formations confusion.
Fully established knowledge-based system is under development in order to utilize these findings and improving
recognition quality.
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